Afternoon tea is said to have been introduced in the mid 1800's by The Duchess
of Bedford. She enjoyed gathering friends over a cup of tea and a slice of bread and
butter to stave off hunger between lunch and dinner. These occasions became a favorite
pastime of many luminaries.
Caroline Astor adopted this tradition at the St Regis New York.
For her, Afternoon was a joyful occasion and an opportunity to host. It was an honor to be
invited to Mrs. Astor's Afternoon tea gatherings as a prelude to her grand galas.
Today, time for tea remains a quintessential St Regis ritual, offering
guest an impeccable selection of fine teas and refreshments in an inviting and intimate setting.
Please enjoy our unique selection of Sloane teas, canapés and desserts specially
created for this wonderful occasion.

$65 per guest including a glass of Prosecco Fidora
$ 85 per guest including a glass of Laurent Perrier Champagne Cuvée Brut

AFTERNOON TEA
DARJEELING 2ND FLUSH
SINGLE ESTATE BLACK TEA

As the “champagne of tea” this award-winning Jungpana
Estate Exclusive possesses a smooth bodied profile with an
earthy and sweet finish.
QUEEN OF THE HILL

SINGLE ESTATE BLACK TEA

A finely plucked and “tippy” Assam black tea with a robust
character that is bodied and rich with a delicate, earthy, and
naturally sweet linger.
EARL GREY CLASSIC

OOLONG CRÈME
BLENDED OOLONG

A high mountain oolong tea from the Wuyi
Mountains of China creating a delicate infusion with
a creamy, sweet, and silky linger.

MARRAKESH MINT

CAFFEINE-FREE TISANE

South African green rooibos mingles with a
medley of mint to create an infusion that is
smooth, sophisticated, and naturally refreshing.

BLENDED BLACK TEA

Ceylon and Assam black tea robustly blended with a double
dose of natural oil of Italian bergamot, creating a smooth
infusion with a classic citrus character.

CITRON CALM

HEAVENLY CREAM

Whole chamomile flowers and lemongrass blended
with subtle slices of citrus, creating a smooth bodied
infusion with a honeyed linger.

BLENDED BLACK TEA

A rich blend of long-leaf Ceylon and Assam black tea blended
with a base note of Italian bergamot, finished with a top note of
creamy Madagascar vanilla.
COCOA ROSE

BLENDED BLACK TEA

A smooth blend of Ceylon and Assam black tea beautifully
blended with deep notes of Brazilian cocoa, balanced with the
natural sweetness of currants and rose.
JASMINE SNOW DRAGON

CAFFEINE-FREE TISANE

GINGER TWIST

CAFFEINE-FREE TISANE

A warming and soothing blend of lemongrass,
heated ginger notes and whole fruit pieces of
papaya and apple that burst with depth and
flavor.

SCENTED GREEN TEA

MIDNIGHT BLOSSOM

SENCHA CLASSIC

With hinting notes of apple and rose, this bespoke St.
Regis Toronto signature tea speaks to the sweetness
of fresh fruits and romantic florals that graced the
ballroom walls in 1900 and that Caroline Astor, the
matriarch of the St. Regis brand, was so fond of.

An artisan hand-rolled green tea scented with seven times its
weight in freshly picked jasmine blossoms, creating a fragrant
and delicately bodied infusion.

SINGLE ESTATE GREEN TEA

A classic Japanese green tea possessing naturally sweet grassy
notes, delicately balanced with a refined and honeyed finish.

CAFFEINE-FREE TISANE

ESTATE RESERVE COLLECTION
1980 VINTAGE SHOU PU’ERH
ADD $125 PER TEA POT

An extremely rare Pu’erh tea that has matured and aged to perfection, yielding a flavor profile that is
beautifully complex and delicate. With a balance of underlying woody and earthy notes, it yields an infusion that is
smooth-bodied and lightly sweet.
1993 VINTAGE SHOU PU’ERH
ADD $100 PER TEA POT

Each ‘Xiao Tou Cha’ (mini tea cake) is hand-pressed and individually wrapped in rice paper, cellared, and aged in
Xiaguan, Yunnan, renowned for producing premium Tou Cha. With distinct notes of red date, its infusion is full-bodied
and rich with a natural balance of earthy and woody notes.
1998 VINTAGE SHENG PU’ERH
ADD $90 PER TEA POT

The long-term storage of this well- aged raw pu’erh yields an infusion that is equally complex, smooth- bodied and bold,
with distinct earthy and floral notes combined with a uniquely stimulating mouthfeel.
2001 VINTAGE SHOU PU’ERH: OAK BARREL AGED
ADD $75 PER TEA POT

Meticulously aged in oak barrels for several years, the rare leaves from centuries old ancient tea trees grown wild in
Anhui, China, take on a smoothness and richness that is remarkably complex, full-flavored and satisfying.
DARJEELING CRYSTAL WHITE
ADD $50 PER TEA POT

Derived from the first set of tea bushes that were planted in Darjeeling, this tea produces a true vintage flavor
that is as pure as it can get. Vastly rarer than any Darjeeling black tea, this Darjeeling white tea embodies a
flavor that is superbly refined and delicately sweet. Only 5kg are produce per year and 4kg are exclusively
reserved for Her Majesty the Queen of England.

SWEET & SAVOURY
TRADITIONAL & CURRENT SCONES
Devonshire Cream Citrus Marmalade
Strawberry Preserves

FRESH FRUIT TARTLET
Vanilla Cream
Seasonal Berries

STRAWBERRY TRIFLE

Brandy
Chiffon Cake
Strawberry
Chantilly

SMOKED TROUT ON CROSTINI
Whole Grain Crostini,
Sliced Smoked Trout,
Pickled Cucumber,
House made Ricotta, Crispy Quinoa

CHARRED ASPARAGUS ON BAGEL

Toasted Mini Bagel
Goat Cheese Dill Mousse
Charred Asparagus Tips
Radish, Carrot and Pickles

CRAB SALAD PROFITEROLE

ALMOND FINANCIER
Lemon Cream

Crab Salad, Mixed Pepper, Mayonnaise, Mustard,
Chives, Lemon and Local Caviar

DEVILED EGG

PISTACHIO OPERA CAKE

Pistachio Butter Cream
Milk Chocolate Ganache Pistachio Sponge

SALTED CARAMEL ECLAIR

Caramelized White Chocolate Ganache
Salted Caramel

Egg
Pickled Mustard Seed
Smoked Paprika Mayonnaise
Avocado Puree

CURRY CHICKEN ON BRIOCHE

Brioche Sliders Buns
Curry Chicken Salad with Onion, Celery, Peas,
Cilantro, Raisin, Mayonnaise and Curry Spice,
Onion Sprouts
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